10 SELF-DEFEATING IDEAS
TO BECOME AWARE OF

AND REJECT
HOW TO RECOGNIZE FALSE BELIEFS,
IDEAS, AND EXPECTATIONS

What’s Inside
>H
 ow self-defeating ideas
can harm you
>5
 ways of organizing your
thinking that do not accurately
represent reality
>5
 counterproductive fallacies that
many people assume are true
>W
 hy rejecting these ideas can
improve your quality of life

Recognize Common
but False Beliefs
Your mental health is strongly tied to
the way you perceive, interpret, and
f ilter information. Much of this process is
automatic but, fortunately, portions of it
can be brought under conscious control.
Examine the following list of common but
false beliefs, ideas, and expectations. Left
unchecked, these beliefs can promote
chronic diff iculties in your life. The
good news is that you have the power
to recognize and reject these beliefs,
patterns, expectations, and judgments.

01

ALL-OR-NOTHING THINKING
You see things in all-or-nothing categories only. For example, if a
performance falls short of perfect, then you see yourself as a failure. If
someone else makes a mistake that you most certainly wouldn’t have,
then they are a total screwup. Middle ground is rarely if ever considered.

02

OVERGENERALIZATION
You view a single or a select few negative events as a never-ending pattern
of defeat. They“prove” that your underlying pessimistic assessment is true.

03

MENTAL FILTER
You select and focus on negative details exclusively, so much so that
almost everything looks bleak and depressing, even those areas of life not
connected to the details in question. Positive and neutral details do not
register or are simply ignored.

04

DISQUALIFYING THE POSITIVE
You notice that positive experiences exist but instantly reject them because
“they don’t count” for some reason that you consider entirely valid. In this
way a negative belief can be maintained even when it is contradicted by
evidence f rom everyday experiences.

05

Jumping to
Conclusions
You make a negative interpretation
even though there is not enough
evidence to support that conclusion. This
thinking falls into two categories:

a.

Mind Reading: You assume that you
know what someone else is thinking
and, therefore, you also know why
they are acting the way they are. This,
you believe, gives you the authority to
accurately pass judgment.

b.

Fortunetelling: You expect that things
will turn out badly and convince
yourself that your prediction is as
good as fact, even though it hasn’t
happened yet.

06

THE BRUSHFIRE FALLACY
You assume that if one person looks down on you, then word
will spread like wildf ire and soon everyone will look down
on you. However, the brushf ire is a one-way phenomenon.
It only works against you, never in your favor.

07

THE SPOTLIGHT FALLACY
You assume that talking to people puts you under a bright spotlight, like on
a stage. You assume that you must impress them by being sophisticated,
witty, interesting, or accomplished. If you don’t, then they won’t like you,
and that would be awful!

08

I’LL BE FOUND OUT FALLACY
You assume that there is something phony or terribly flawed about
yourself, so you must cover it up with your skills, knowledge, and external
approval. If anyone discovers this about you it will nullify all your genuine
accomplishments and no one will ever believe in you again.

09

THE PETER PRINCIPLE FALLACY
You assume that if you are successful and begin to move up in your area
of interest, sooner or later you will “fail” and then everyone will know you
are incompetent. You know that you can only succeed, and never fail at
anything, or else it “proves” you are a failure and no good. You conclude
that you should either hide all your mistakes or never bother trying at all.

10

The Succeed at
All Costs Fallacy

Your being worthwhile depends on your achievements (or your intelligence or status or
attractiveness). You must never fail! Your worthwhileness as a person is totally dependent
on getting continuous positive feedback on your attributes and accomplishments.

You can reduce counterproductive
thinking and enhance your quality
of life by identifying the automatic
but erroneous assumptions that
you use most often. Once identif ied
you have the opportunity to replace
them with ideas and beliefs that
are truer and more balanced.

LEARN MORE ABOUT
SELF-DEFEATING
THOUGHTS AND IDEAS
These are only a few examples of self-defeating ideas known
as cognitive distortions and dysfunctional assumptions. These
psychological concepts were f irst def ined by Dr. Aaron Beck, Dr.
Albert Ellis, and Dr. David Burns. They have been adapted and
modif ied by Philip Graffunder, LCSW. Click here to read the full list.
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NEED HELP REJECTING
SELF-DEFEATING IDEAS?
If you would like help identifying your own selfdefeating thoughts and learning how to reject
them, Philip may be able to help. To learn
more about his services and experience, visit
philipgraffunderlcsw.com or call 404-295-4852.

